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Front cover: Dunes covered with CO2 ice: NASA MRO HiRISE image (scale ~ 1 km)
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Introduction
I have spent most of my professional life as an astronomer, searching out patterns encoded in the
light from distant stars in the hope of understanding how our sun and solar system came to be. Over
the past four decades, I have spent countless hours perched on remote mountaintops, looking upward mostly, but also contemplating the desert below. During that time, I became drawn to, then
seduced by the changing patterns of desert lands sculpted by the glancing light of the rising and
setting sun: light that reveals forms molded both by millennial forces and yesterday’s cloudburst into
undulations of shapes and colors. In response, I began what has become a three-decade-long devotion to capturing images of those patterns and the rich history they encode.
These terrestrial images find resonance in the remarkable photographs taken by the Mars orbiters and landers that NASA, and its European counterpart, ESA (European Space Agency) has
launched over the past decade. Tens of thousands of these images are available in digital form in
public domain databases. As an experiment, I decided to examine them from the perspective of an
artist rather than an astronomer. In doing so, I studied more than a thousand long “strip maps” of
the martian surface taken by the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter, as well as the panoramas taken by
the Opportunity and Curiosity lander, and I searched these rich archives for patterns that evoke the
same powerful emotional response as a tellurian landscape.
I could not help but be drawn to the commonality of patterns manifest in the martian and terrestrial
images. That these patterns are observed on vastly different scales on different planetary surfaces
speaks to the profound beauty inherent in forms that result from the action of universal physical laws
over time and space; the interaction of the elemental: earth, fire, air and water.
Why did these patterns call to me so strongly? Is it the rhythmic repetition manifest in the ripples
that are the inevitable byproduct of the motion of air over a sand surface? Is it the fractal character
of the channels produced by ancient martian rivers, or the spider-like patterns produced by the interaction of carbon dioxide with the fractured martian regolith? Is it the simplicity or universality of
these landscape patterns that are somehow imprinted in or biological or cultural deep memory? I
invite the reader to explore these images and the aesthetic questions they raise.
Global images of Mars and Earth courtesy US Geological Survey
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Beyond contemplating the multilevel beauty of two worlds, the images, together with Brad Smith
words might well inspire reflection on another level. How and why did two planets, each born in a
zone favorable to supporting life, evolve to the point where one is rich with complex life forms, and
the other, apparently lifeless? As a guide to stimulate these aesthetic and philosophical explorations,
“Earth and Mars” is presented in four sections.
In the first, Earth, the images provide visual introduction to the panoply of geological phenomena
found on the surfaces of Earth and Mars: from volcanic landscapes, to cratered plains; desert
canyons to the ice-dominated planetary poles; dry river beds to towering dunes. The reader will
discover haunting similarities between the two planets, similarities that were built-in at the time of
formation. But as the planets evolved, one, ours, remained rich with water: the source and origin of
life as we know it, while the less fortunate Mars lost nearly all of its surface water. The section ends
with images that aim to evoke the epoch when life began on Earth, while on Mars, any primitive
life-forms would find evolution toward greater complexity challenging, if not impossible. Brad Smith’s
essay complements this visual tour with an overview of our understanding of how both planets were
formed and a tantalizing preview of the forces that determined their subsequent evolutionary paths.
In the second, Fire, Brad Smith looks more closely at the structure of each of the planets, from their
molten interiors to their visible crusts, and paints the broad picture of how tectonic and volcanic activity on Earth and Mars shaped the surface we see today. The accompanying images lead the reader through eroded volcanic craters, fossil lava flows, and a chain of craters produced by passage of
crust over hot subsurface layers. Closeups of volcanic rocks and examples of viscous liquid flow on
earth provide a metaphor for the far grander scale effects of “Fire”.
In Air, rippled sand dunes, streaks of wind-blown minerals , the path of dust devils, and wind-eroded
canyon walls, all speak to the role of each planet’s atmosphere in continuously reshaping their surfaces. But although both planets exhibit similar wind-shaped surface features, their present day
atmospheres are vastly different: Earth’s dense, and oxygen- and nitrogen- rich, and Mar’s thin, and
comprised primarily of carbon dioxide. Brad Smith’s essay provides context for understanding how
the atmospheres of Earth and Mars reached such vastly different endpoints: a lesson in how small
differences can lead to enormous, life-altering consequences.
Water is the last of our tetralogy of primitive forces. Because water no longer flows on the surface
of Mars, we find evidence of its past abundance in the surface wrinkles produced by glaciers,

surfaces fractured as mud dries and solidifies, and the molding of river channels, sediment, and
canyons: features that are also part of ongoing rhythms of shaping and reshaping the Earth’s surface. On Mars, we are treated to something unique: delicate patterns produced at its north and
south poles as a thin layer of carbon-dioxide ice evaporates as the spring or fall sun begins to heat
one of the poles. The closest analog on Earth are ice floes: blue-white complexes floating against
the vivid blue of liquid water. Brad Smith’s final essay relates a story that might be called ‘tragic’
were we to take a terra-centric viewpoint: how water first emerged on the surface of each planet,
later forming deep oceans and flowing rivers, which on Mars were fated to disappear in 300 million
years, but which survived on Earth and became the incubator of life. Again, the story reminds us of
the delicate balances of physical forces that resulted in our shared good fortune: to be alive on a
planet abundant with life-giving water.
What “Earth and Mars” aspires to do is to create visual and textual imagery with power sufficient to
stimulate contemplation of both the beauty inherent in images of the physical world, as well as in
our ability to coax deeper understanding of phenomena from these visual clues: a fusion of art and
science. My hope is that reader will find that the dialog between images and text, art and science
will be a poetic evocation of what the late essayist Ellen Meloy described as a “geography of infinite
cycles, of stolid pulses of emergence and subsidence, which, in terms geologic and human, is the
story of the earth itself,” and of Mars as well.
§
A few technical notes: Most of the images were selected from strip maps taken by the HiRISE
camera designed by scientists at the University of Arizona’s Lunar and Planetary Laboratory and
launched into orbit around Mars as part of NASA’s Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter Mission. As the
camera orbits Mars, the camera maps “strips” along the martian surface through filters roughly approximating bands of colors we would call blue, green, and red (or in some cases a band of infrared
colors of wavelength longer than that of the reddest light the eye can see). The detector is a highquality charged couple device (CCD) similar to those in use on many digital cameras. Merged RGB
or IGB color maps are stored on the HiRISE and NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory websites. Typical
pixel sizes for HiRISE images correspond to about 1 meter on the surface of Mars, and most images in this book derive from images 1000 × 1000 to 2000 × 2000 pixels in size cropped from the
larger strip maps.
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In order to produce the colors shown in the martian images, I examined the histograms of intensity
values (the number of pixels in the image having a particular intensity plotted against the intensity
value) for individual blue, green, and red (or infrared) images, and I stretched the histograms so that
the intensity values for each color span the range from minimum to maximum recordable value. I
then combined the separate B,G,R (or I) images into a single “color” image. NASA uses a similar
technique to produce illustrative images for public release.
I refined my search of the extensive archive of Mars images by making use of the classifications
provided by the HiRISE science team (for example, images illustrating fluvial, aeolian, or volcanic
activity). This enabled the selection of martian images that both met my aesthetic criteria and illustrated the actions of a particular physical process in shaping the Martian surface.
I then searched through my archive of terrestrial landscape interpretations gathered over the past
thirty-five years and chose images that appeared to pair well with the MRO images from both an
aesthetic and illustrative standpoint. However, the reader should not expect all pairings to be didactic. In service of art as well as astronomy, a pattern formed by martian cinder cones and one formed
by bubbles in a terrestrial rock may match one another aesthetically, but not reflect the action of
strictly identical physical processes. Similarly, motifs produced by carbon dioxide ice on mars, and
water ice on earth each illustrate the beauty of the solid frozen forms on the two planetary surfaces,
though their chemical makeup differs.
I selected a few of the Martian images from panoramas taken by either the Opportunity or Curiosity
landers. In these cases, I cropped what I thought to be an attractive image and, again, paired it with
an appropriate terrestrial counterpart. Finally, I selected a small subset of terrestrial images from
larger images or maps made from cameras aboard the International Space Station, Landsat, and
NASA’s Earth Observing System (EOS) satellites.
The patterns manifest in the images are often of vastly different scale, which to my mind adds to
their visual mystery, but also raises questions in the mind of the discerning reader. In service of
answering ‘how big is it?’, I have provided an approximate scale for each of the image, along with its
provenance.
Stephen Strom, 2014
How the images were selected
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Cratered surface of Mars as imaged by NASA’s Mars Global Surveyor; scale ~ 1000 km >
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To understand the origins of the planets Earth and Mars, we must look a long way back in cosmological time. Our narrative begins nearly five billion years ago with an enormous cloud of gas and
dust spinning slowly in the darkness of interstellar space, its presence revealed only by feeble light
from a few nearby stars. Unlike the many other interstellar clouds that populate our Milky Way galaxy, this one was crucial to our very existence—if it survived, it would become the birthplace of our
solar system. At that critical moment, though, the cloud was unstable. Within it, each atom of gas
and each particle of dust was exerting a gravitational tug on every other atom and particle, a universal force that would normally cause the cloud to collapse inward upon itself.
However, other influences were also at work—disruptive forces. Gas pressure as well as the turbulent motions of small blobs of gas and dust within the cloud resisted the pull of gravity, pushing
persistently outward. For a while, the cloud’s future hung in the balance. Would it survive, or would it
instead disintegrate, releasing its gas and dust back into interstellar space? Fortunately for us, fate
intervened: In its death throes, a massive nearby star exploded as a supernova, emitting intense radiation that pressed against the outer layers of the cloud. This nudge gave gravity the assistance it
needed to overcome the outward pressure. In the end, gravity became the ultimate winner, and the
cloud began to collapse.
To describe what happened next, we must introduce a concept called angular momentum. This is
a property of an isolated object that is defined by the object’s rate of rotation and the distribution of
its mass. Physicists say that the angular momentum of an isolated object is “conserved,” meaning
that regardless of how the distribution of its mass might change, the total angular momentum will
always remain the same. If mass spreads out, the system responds by rotating more slowly; if mass
concentrates toward the center, the system responds by rotating more rapidly. For example, think of
a slowly spinning ice skater with her arms extended. When she wraps her arms closely around her,
she spins more rapidly. Now think about our slowly rotating cloud. As it collapsed, we might imagine
all the gas and dust rushing toward its center, causing it to spin at a furious rate; but this is not what
happens. While much of the cloud’s mass fell to the center to become a protostar—in this case, our
proto-Sun—the rest ended up in an extended, flatted disk of gas and dust, known variously as a
protostellar or protoplanetary disk. This disk absorbed most of the cloud’s angular momentum that
otherwise would have torn the infant Sun apart. From our personal perspective, though, the disk
played another but equally important role. It became the birthplace of all the planets, moons, asteroids, and comets that make up the solar system we see today.
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But how could the planets, including Earth and Mars, be created out of something as tenuous as
dust? About 30 million years after the interstellar cloud began its collapse, the proto-Sun had settled
down and was shining as a real star. Yet, long before the young Sun reached this stage of maturity,
the dusty disk surrounding it had already begun to evolve. As the tiny dust grains — about the size
of smoke particles — collided, some stuck together to form larger clumps which then grew to the
size of grains of sand, then to pebble size, then to boulder size, and finally to planetesimals — orbiting bodies ranging in size from a few kilometers to nearly a thousand. Those planetesimals that
formed in the fiery environment close of the Sun were composed mostly of rocky material. Those
farther out were made up of rock, various ices, and organic materials. In everyday language, the
term organic make us think of life, but that is not the way astronomers and chemists typically use
it. An organic molecule is simply one that contains the element carbon, (along with other elements
such as hydrogen, nitrogen, oxygen, sulfur, and phosphorus.) This is true whether or not it is associated with living organisms. Likewise, when we think of ice, frozen water comes to mind, but astronomers also include frozen methane, ammonia, carbon dioxide, and other frozen gases as “ices.”

During this period of readjustment, Jupiter disturbed the orbits of a disproportionately large numFive
of these remaining planetesimals are so large that we call them dwarf planets. They include the
rocky object, Ceres, formerly known as the largest asteroid, and the icy body Pluto, once known as
the ninth planet.

The young solar system was a place of extreme violence, with swarms of orbiting bodies smashing
into one another, sometimes coalescing into larger bodies, sometimes destroying themselves in the
process. Ultimately, a small number of larger planetesimals swept up most of the remaining bodies
in their vicinity, forming objects we call protoplanets. In one such collision, a Mars-size protoplanet
hit proto-Earth with a glancing blow that destroyed the impacting body and sent debris flying into orbit around proto-Earth. This debris quickly coalesced to form Earth’s only known natural satellite, the
Moon. Eight of the surviving protoplanets eventually became the planets that we know today. Remarkably, this entire process of turning tiny grains of dust into huge planets took no more than five
million years. Closest to the Sun are the rocky terrestrial planets: Mercury, Venus, Earth, and Mars.
More distant are the gas-rich giant planets: Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune. But not all of the
planetesimals were caught up in the planet-building process.

Over the next four billion years, both Earth and Mars would evolve along sometimes similar, sometimes divergent paths. Earth, with diameter of 7,900 miles (12,700 km), is the larger of the two
planets. Mars, with a diameter of 4,200 miles (6,770 km), is only slightly more than half as large as
Earth. At first, both planets acquired substantial atmospheres and oceans of liquid water. Our more
massive Earth, however, would retain most of its atmosphere and water, while less massive Mars
would lose much of its atmosphere and most of its water. Over time, both Earth and Mars would
experience a series of surface-altering processes, including impact cratering, volcanism, tectonics, and erosion by wind and water—but on vastly differing scales. These divergent processes have
been responsible for the two completely dissimilar planets we see today, one water-rich and lifebearing, the other cold, dry, and forbidding.

What happened to the survivors? Ultimately, these leftover chunks of primitive material suffered
various fates. Some found themselves in orbits that were highly sensitive to the gravitational pull
of the larger planets and were launched outward, escaping from the solar system altogether. Others spiraled inward toward the Sun to meet a fiery death. Still others ended up as an assortment of
dwarf planets, rocky asteroids, and icy comet nuclei. Most of the rocky asteroids now occupy the
wide space between the orbits of Mars and Jupiter. The icy comet nuclei live on today, orbiting in the
dark, frigid outer reaches of the solar system beyond the orbit of Neptune, the most distant planet.

With the formation of its eight planets, the solar system was now complete, but the planets themselves had yet to settled down. Gravitational tugging and pulling among the four giant planets
caused their orbits to migrate inward and outward before settling down into the locations that we
find today. During this period of readjustment, Jupiter disturbed the orbits of a large number of asteroids, causing them to drift inward and rain down on the terrestrial planets. The energy of the impacts
during this era was so great that it kept the interiors of the terrestrial planets in a completely molten
state for hundreds of millions of years. As the mayhem finally came to an end, the young terrestrial
planets cooled enough to become encrusted with dark veneers of solidified rock — barren worlds
orbiting a young Sun.

Bradford A. Smith

(L): Volcanic Cinder Cones Mars (NASA MRO HiRISE, scale ~500 m);
(R): Volcan Villarica, Chile (NASA EOS, scale ~ 2.5 km)
>
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< Impact craters and dry river beds, Mars (European Space Agency, Mars Express; scale ~ 100 km)

(L): Crater with Carbon Dioxide Ice, Mars (NASA MRO HiRISE; scale ~600m);
(R) Ross Kamm impact crater, Namibia (International Space Station; scale ~ 15 km) >
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< Dune Field, Rub’ al Khali. Arabian Empty Quarter (NASA EOS; scale ~50 km)

(L): Dune Field, Mars (NASA MRO HiRISE, scale ~500 m);
(R): Mesquite Dunes, Death Valley, CA (Strom, scale ~200 m) >
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< Dune fields, Mars (HiRISE, scale ~ 500m)

(L) Dune Field, Mars (NASA MRO HiRISE, scale ~ 500m );
(R) Dunes, White Sands National Monument, NM (Strom, scale ~ 50m) >
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< Grand Canyon of the Colorado (NASA EOS/Terra, scale ~ 300 km)

(L): Water eroded channels, Mars (NASA MRO HiRISE, scale ~ 500m);
(R): M’Zab Valley River Channels, Algeria (NASA EOS, scale ~ 10 km) >
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